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Abstract: 16 

Chloride ion penetration resistance (CPR) of concrete containing fly ash (FA)/silica 17 

fume (SF) against combined freezing-thawing and chloride attack was studied. The 18 

total charge passed, immersed in tap water and sodium chloride solution, subjected to 19 

50 freezing-thawing cycles was evaluated. It was found that immersed in tap water, 20 

SF had more evident improvement on concrete’s resistance to combined effects than 21 
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FA. Sodium chloride solution immersion for 41d prior to test was more aggressive 22 

than tap water. After 50 freezing-thawing cycles, CPR of concrete with FA increased, 23 

while that with SF decreased. Interaction between freezing-thawing and chloride 24 

attack accelerated concrete deterioration. 25 

 26 
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interaction between freezing-thawing and chloride attack  29 

 30 

1. Introduction 31 

Concrete is versatile and the most widely used construction material in the world. But 32 

owning to aggressive marine exposure environment and the extensive use of de-icing 33 

salts in many countries, chloride induced corrosion becomes one of the most common 34 

causes of degradation of reinforced concrete structures [1-4]. The first effect of 35 

chloride ions is physical salt attack leading to surface cracking and scaling which is 36 

similar in appearance to freezing-and-thawing damage and total disintegration of 37 

low-quality concrete [5]. Another effect is that chloride ions are the most important 38 

cause of corrosion of embedded rebar. When chloride ions penetrate concrete cover 39 

and arrive at reinforcement bars, as their amount accumulates, the passive film may 40 

break down (i.e. de-passivation) and corrosion of embedded rebar can then initiate [6, 41 

7]. The accumulation of corrosion products can build up the swelling pressure around 42 

the rebar resulting in cracking or spalling of concrete[8], which in turn facilitates the 43 



ingress of moisture, oxygen, and chlorides to the rebar and accelerates rebar corrosion 44 

[9]. Pitting corrosion is another threat to RC structures in a chloride environment [10] 45 

and is a type of more serious corrosion on structural safety than general corrosion[11, 46 

12], since it has resulted in quite high loss of cross-sectional area of reinforcement 47 

bars [13] and structural damages[14], or in extreme situations, the final collapse of the 48 

structure.  49 

Chloride penetration in concrete can be characterized by the chloride diffusion 50 

coefficient and the binding ability of matrix-forming solids [15]. In concrete, 51 

chlorides can be chemically bound with cement’s C3A or C4AF phases (e.g., Friedel’s 52 

salt) [16], or physically hold to the surface of hydration products (e.g., adsorption on 53 

C-S-H) [3, 17]. Chloride diffusion depends on pure diffusion for water-saturated 54 

concrete and capillary absorption of salty water for non-saturated concrete [18].  55 

Recently, there are several studies reported in literature on the transport of chloride 56 

ions in concrete and numerical models developed to simulate the process [7, 19-22]. 57 

Meanwhile, chloride penetration into concrete is governed by many factors. Due to 58 

the chemical and physical bond between chloride ion and hydrated product of cement 59 

changing the micro-structure, the chloride diffusion coefficient changes during the 60 

exposure period and decreases with an increased period of exposure [23-26]. Nobuaki 61 

[27] and Page [28] both studied chloride ions diffusion in concrete at different 62 

temperatures and the results reveal that the rates of diffusion of Cl- in concrete rises 63 

with increases in temperature. In real environments, concrete structures are subjected 64 

to various environmental factors acting in a combined and possibly synergistically 65 



physical and chemical manner to accelerate the destruction process. Therefore, it is 66 

significant to study chloride resistance of concrete under combined deteriorating 67 

factors to obtain sufficient information on concrete durability. Chloride penetration 68 

and carbonation of concrete are often considered to be the most significant coupled 69 

deterioration factors and numerous studies have taken both factors into account in 70 

assessing concrete durability [29-35]. As reported by Chindaprasirt [29] , Tumidajski 71 

[31] and Houst [36], carbonation decreases chloride penetration and diffusivity in 72 

ordinary Portland cement (OPC) mortar and concrete. While other test results [30, 34, 73 

35] indicate that chloride penetration is accelerated when the carbonation process is 74 

combined with the chloride ingress due to liberate bound chloride. The carbonation 75 

effect on chloride penetration is controversial and considered to depend on the types 76 

and mix proportions of concretes [29, 33, 35]. Initial cracks in concrete significantly 77 

influence chloride penetration and the influence of crack width and depth has been 78 

experimentally and numerically studied. It is clear that chloride transport is very rapid 79 

along and across crack boundaries [37]. Concrete specimens are made with artificial 80 

cracks by means of the positioning and removal after approximately 4 h of thin copper 81 

sheets inside the specimen[38]. These copper sheets have a thickness of 0.2 mm, 0.3 82 

mm or 0.5 mm. The copper sheets are placed at a depth in the concrete specimen of 5 83 

mm, 10 mm, 15 mm or 20 mm. The test results also indicate that the penetration depth 84 

increases with an increasing notch depth and that the influence of notch depth is more 85 

pronounced for longer test duration while the influence of notch width is not clear [38, 86 

39]. The chloride permeability of a concrete is influenced significantly by loading 87 



style and critical stress [40-43]. The application of static loading up to 90% of the 88 

ultimate strength had little effect on chloride permeability while load repetitions at the 89 

maximum stress levels of 60% or more caused chloride permeability to increase 90 

significantly [41]. 91 

In addition, drying and wetting cycles are always identified as the most unfavorable 92 

environment condition for reinforced concrete structure subjected to chloride-induced 93 

deterioration processes and it accelerates the ingress of chloride ions and affects 94 

concrete durability [44, 45]. 95 

Investigations on chloride penetration resistance of concrete have also been conducted 96 

in concrete science and engineering community, but studies on the effects of chloride 97 

ion on deterioration of concrete with FA and SF under combined freezing-thawing and 98 

chloride attack is very limited in literature. Rapid chloride permeability test (RCPT) 99 

is the most widely specified durability test method and is standardized by ASTM. 100 

The total charge passed (in Coulombs), the result of RCPT, provides a rapid 101 

indication of its resistance to the penetration of chloride ions and is calculated via 102 

Equation (1). In this research, concrete’s total charge passed, immersed in tap water 103 

and sodium chloride solutions, subjected to 50 freezing-thawing cycles was evaluated. 104 

The influence of FA and SF replacement level of OPC and sodium chloride 105 

concentration on durability of concrete under the combined freezing-thawing and 106 

chloride attack was also investigated. 107 

 108 

2. Experimental program 109 



2.1 Materials  110 

42.5 R Portland cement, manufactured by Saima Cement Manufacturing Company of 111 

Ningxia, China conforming to EN197-1:2009, was used for preparing concrete in this 112 

research and its physical and mechanical properties are listed in Table 1. Table 2 113 

presents the chemical composition of the cement, FA and SF used in this study as 114 

partial replacement of OPC. Crushed limestone aggregates were used as coarse 115 

aggregates and washed mountain sand as fine aggregates, and the sieving curves are 116 

presented in Fig.1. The fineness modulus of fine aggregates was evaluated 117 

conforming to ASTM C136-01 and the results are presented in Table 3. Tap water was 118 

used for mixing concrete. A commercially available naphthalene-based water reducer 119 

(i.e. FDN, produced by MUHU Concrete Admixture Ltd.) was used to keep concrete 120 

slump between 80 and 100 mm and its chemical characteristics are listed in Table 4. 121 

Sodium chloride anhydrous with 99.5% purity and sodium hydroxide anhydrous with 122 

99.0% purity were used for making chlorate solutions as the chloride attack source. 123 

Table 1  124 

Physical and mechanical properties of OPC used for this research 125 

 

80μm 

sieving 

residue 

(%) 

Water 

requirement of 

normal 

consistency 

(%) 

Initial 

setting 

time 

(min) 

Final 

setting 

time 

(min) 

Compressive 

strength 

(MPa) 

Flexural 

strength 

(MPa) soundness 

3 

days 

28 

days 

3 

days 

28 

days 

Experimental  

result 
1.60 27.3 90 135 26.0 45.9 6.0 8.3 qualified 

 126 

Table 2 127 

Chemical compositions of Portland cement, fly ash (FA) and silica fume (SF) 128 



 129 

 130 

 131 
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Fig. 1 Sieving curves of fine and coarse aggregates  134 

 135 

Table 3 136 

Physical characteristics of aggregates 137 

  

Apparent 

density 

(kg/m3)  

Bulk 

density 

(kg/m3) 

Crushing value 

index (%) 

Maximum 

size(mm) 

Fineness 

modulus 

Dust 

content (%) 

Fine 

aggregates 
2735 1566 -- 5 2.78 0.85 

Coarse 

aggregates 
2684 1470 7.8 20 -- 0.12 

 138 

Table 4 139 

Chemical characteristics of naphthalene-based water reducer 140 

PH 
Chloride ion content 

(%) 
Na2SO4 content (%) 

8.1 0.1 2.5 

Chemical composition SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO SO3 Na2O+K2O 

Cement weight percent (%) 22.04 5.77 3.36 66.43 0.45 0.00 0.51 

FA weight percent (%) 31.93 8.98 5.2 43.87 2.14 0.2 1.95 

SF weight percent (%) 97.2 0.26 0.45 0.17 -- -- -- 



 141 

2.2 Mix proportion and specimen preparation 142 

The actual mix proportions in terms of 1 m3 concrete for the mixtures investigated in 143 

this study are given in Table 5. In order to investigate the effect of FA and SF on the 144 

resistance of concrete to combined freezing-thawing and chloride attack, the total 145 

binder content of all mixtures was 500 kg/m³ according to Wu[46] and concrete 146 

mixtures were prepared with w/b ratios of 0.38 and 0.33, respectively. In each group, 147 

concrete mixtures with three different FA contents (i.e. of 10%, 15% and 25% by 148 

weight of cementitious materials (i.e. OPC + FA + SF)), three different silica fume 149 

contents (i.e. of 5%, 8% and 11% also by weight of cementitious materials) as partial 150 

replacement of OPC were prepared and tested. 151 

Cubic specimens with the dimensions of 100 ×100 ×100 mm3 were prepared for 152 

measuring compressive strength and cylinder specimens with (100±1) mm in diameter 153 

and (50±2) mm in height for assessing Chloride Ion penetration resistance. Concrete 154 

mixtures were prepared by a single horizontal-axis forced mixer. After moulded, 155 

concrete specimens were placed in a curing room with temperature of (20±5)°C for 24 156 

hour. Then they were demoulded and immersed in tap water with temperature of 157 

(20±2)°C for another 27 days, which is referred as 28 days standard curing in this 158 

paper. Concrete specimens for measuring compressive strength and Chloride Ion 159 

penetration resistance were prepared for assessing long-term performance and 160 

durability of ordinary concrete. 161 

 162 



Table 5 163 

Mix proportions in kg/m3 (except w/b) of concretes investigated in this study 164 

 w/b Fly ash Silica fume  OPC Coarse aggregates Fine aggregates Water 

C-8 0.38 0 0 500 1094 616 190 

FA10-8 0.38 50 0 450 1094 616 190 

FA15-8 0.38 75 0 425 1094 616 190 

FA25-8 0.38 125 0 375 1094 616 190 

SF5-8 0.38 0 25 475 1094 616 190 

SF8-8 0.38 0 40 460 1094 616 190 

SF11-8 0.38 0 55 445 1094 616 190 

C-3 0.33 0 0 500 1145 590 165 

FA10-3 0.33 50 0 450 1145 590 165 

FA15-3 0.33 75 0 425 1145 590 165 

FA25-3 0.33 125 0 375 1145 590 165 

SF5-3 0.33 0 25 475 1145 590 165 

SF8-3 0.33 0 40 460 1145 590 165 

SF11-3 0.33 0 55 445 1145 590 165 

 165 

2.3 Chloride ion penetration resistance assessment 166 

For assessing effects of chloride concentration on Chloride Ion penetration resistance 167 

of concrete, cylindrical concrete specimens with (100±1) mm in diameter and (50±2) 168 

mm in height cured standardly for 28 days were then immersed in tap water and 169 

designated solution (i.e. 4% and 10% by wt. sodium chloride solutions), respectively, 170 

for another 41 days. Conforming to ASTM C1202-12, the rapid chloride penetration 171 

test (RCPT) was proceeded as following. First, cylindrical concrete specimens were 172 

placed in a vacuum pump with its pressure decreased to less than 5000 Pa within 5 173 

minutes and maintained the pressure for 3 hours; then concrete specimens were 174 

immersed in distilled water at the vacuum pressure for 1 hour followed by being 175 

immersed for (18±2) hours at normal ambient pressure; and finally one side of the 176 

cylindrical specimen containing the top surface was filled with 3.0 % NaCl solution 177 



and the other side of with 0.3 mol/L NaOH solution. During the 6 hours RCPT test, 178 

temperatures of the specimen and the solutions were targeted to be between 20 and 179 

25°C and they were recorded once every 5 minutes to ensure the target was reached. 180 

The total charge passed during the RCPT test was measured and calculated via 181 

Equation (1). 182 

 36033030060300 II2I2I2I2I2I900Q   t      (1) 183 

where Q in Coulombs is the total charge passed; I0 in Amperes current immediately 184 

after voltage is applied; It in Amperes current at t min after voltage is applied. 185 

 186 

2.4 Freezing-thawing resistance assessment 187 

To assess concrete’s resistance to combined freezing-thawing and chloride attack, 188 

cylindrical concrete specimens with (100±1) mm in diameter and (50±2) mm in 189 

height were cured standardly for 56 days, then they were subjected to rapid 190 

freezing-thawing cycle test in tap water and designated solution (i.e. 4% and 10% by 191 

wt. sodium chloride solutions), respectively. Conforming to ASTM C666/C666M–03, 192 

a standard rapid freezing-thawing cycle lasted for 6 hours and was proceeded as 193 

following: a cylindrical concrete specimen was frozen in the tap water or designated 194 

sodium sulfate solution for 3 hours at -18(±2)°C, and subsequently it was thawed for 195 

3 hours in water at 5(±2)°C. All concrete specimens were subjected to 50 such 196 

freezing-thawing cycles. After that the RCPT was conducted. The deterioration 197 

coefficient of total charge passed during the RCPT test was calculated via Equation 198 

(2). 199 



sQ

Qc                                                      (2) 200 

where  in % the deterioration coefficient of total charge passed; Qc and Qs in 201 

Coulombs the total charge passed of a concrete specimen after subjected to combined 202 

freezing-thawing and chloride attack and to solely freezing-thawing attack in tap 203 

water, respectively. 204 

 205 

2.5 Observation under the Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 206 

The morphology and microstructure observation under SEM (KYKY2800B) from 207 

Ningxia University were carried out on the specimens in order to understand the 208 

influence of freezing-thawing and chloride attack. SEM specimens were dried in 209 

drying oven for 48 hours at (80±5) °C, and subsequently specimens’ surfaces were 210 

coated using a gold sputter coater to eliminate effects of charging during micrograph 211 

collection. 212 

 213 

3. Results and discussion 214 

3.1 FA or SF dosage and chloride ion penetration resistance 215 
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Fig.2 Total charge passed of concretes with various FA and SF contents   217 

 218 

Measured total charge passed of the concrete specimens with various FA and SF 219 

contents after immersed in tap water for 69 days (i.e. 28 days + 41 days) is presented 220 

in Fig.2. The test results demonstrated that in general concrete’s total charge passed 221 

actually decreased, as the FA or SF dosage increased and it was obvious that SF had 222 

more evident improvement on concrete chloride penetration resistance (i.e. on 223 

reducing total charge passed) than FA. Cured in tap water, concrete specimens with 224 

10% FA had the highest total charge passed (i.e. 3460.1C in case of the 225 

water-to-binder ratio of 0.38 and 1985.2 C in case of the water-to-binder of 0.33) than 226 

concrete specimens with other FA dosages, while concrete with 25% FA had the 227 

lowest value (i.e. 1135.1C with a water-to-binder ratio of 0.38 and 955.8C with a 228 

water-to-binder ratio of 0.33). In case of concretes with SF, the total charges passed 229 

were all less than 1000C and the higher chloride penetration resistance can be found 230 

from concretes with higher FA and SF dosage which exhibited lower total charge 231 



passed. According to ASTM C1202, C-8 and C-3 mixtures were classified as 232 

moderate (2000-4000 coulombs) and low (1000-2000 coulombs), respectively, level 233 

of chloride ion penetrability, FA25-8 as low (1000-2000 coulombs) level of chloride 234 

ion penetrability, while FA25-3 and all concretes with SF as very low (100-1000 235 

coulombs) level of chloride ion penetrability.  236 

 237 

3.2 Sodium chloride attack and chloride ion penetration resistance 238 
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Fig.3 Total charge passed of concretes immersed in sodium chloride solutions with 240 

various concentrations 241 

 242 

The cylindrical concrete specimens were cured standardly for 28 days, then they were 243 

immersed in 0, 4% and 10%, respectively, sodium chloride solutions by wt. % for 244 

another 41 days and chloride ion penetration test was conducted immediately after 41 245 



days immersion. Fig.3 presents the evolution of the total charge passed of concretes 246 

exposed to sodium chloride solutions with various concentrations. Similar trend was 247 

observed in concretes with different FA or SF contents. The results indicated that 248 

under the two water-to-binder ratios (i.e. w/b = 0.38 and 0.33), sodium chloride 249 

solution immersion for 41 days prior to the test was more aggressive than tap water 250 

and 10% sodium chloride solution caused the largest rise in total charge passed. In the 251 

case of w/b of 0.38, total charge passed of concretes with 0, 10%, 15% and 25% by 252 

weight FA immersed in 10% sodium chloride solution had raised to 124.0%, 116.5%, 253 

99.2% and 131.9 %, respectively, of their corresponding original value, and in the 254 

case of w/b =0.33, the counterpart value was 115.4%, 149.4%, 89.6% and 158.8%, 255 

respectively. As for w/b =0.38 concretes with 5%, 8% and 11% SF by weight, total 256 

charge passed had raised to 155.2%, 85.8% and 77.4 %, respectively, of their 257 

corresponding original value; and for w/b =0.33 concretes, the counterpart value was 258 

144.8%, 185.9% and 170.3%, respectively. 259 

In addition, 10% FA decreased chloride penetration resistance and had higher total 260 

charge passed than OPC concrete not only in tap water but also in sodium chloride 261 

solution while 15-25% FA can significantly improve chloride penetration resistance in 262 

the same condition. All of the three SF dosages played more actively important role 263 

than FA in raising the chloride penetration resistance and all concrete mixtures with 264 

SF were at very low (100-1000 coulombs) level of total charge passed, indicating very 265 

low level of chloride ion penetrability. 266 

 267 



3.3 50 freezing-thawing cycles and chloride ion penetration resistance 268 

 269 
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Fig.4 Total charge passed of concretes after 50 freezing-thawing cycles. 271 

 272 

The cylindrical concrete specimens were cured under standard curing condition for 56 273 

days and then subjected to freezing-thawing cycles in tap water, 4% and 10% sodium 274 

chloride solutions up to 50 cycles, which lasted around 13 days, and subsequently 275 

chloride ion penetration test were conducted. The total charge passed of various 276 

concretes exposed to tap water under freezing-thawing cycles are depicted in Fig.4 277 

(for concretes with w/b=0.38). There was a significant decrease in total charge passed 278 

ranged from 8.6% to 22.6% over the test period for the concrete with 15% and 25% 279 

FA by weight, respectively, while a slight increase by 1.7% for concrete with 10% FA 280 

by weight. In the case of concrete with SF, the total charge passed increased by 52.2%, 281 

49.7% and 9.0% at the SF content of 5%, 8% and 11% by weight, respectively. It can 282 

be concluded that under 50 freezing-thawing cycles, chloride ion penetration 283 



resistance of concrete with FA increased while that of concrete with SF decreased. 284 

 285 

3.4 Chloride ion penetration resistance against combined 286 

freezing-thawing and chloride attack 287 
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 288 

Fig.5 Deterioration coefficient of total charge passed of concretes exposed to tap 289 

water and sodium chloride solution after 50 freezing-thawing cycles. 290 

 291 

Concrete deterioration was associated with the interaction between freezing-thawing 292 

and chloride attack. Via Equation (2), if λ>1, it means the interaction accelerates 293 

concrete deterioration. If λ<1, the interaction retards concrete deterioration. When λ 294 

becomes larger or smaller, the accelerating or retarding effect on concrete 295 

deterioration becomes more significant. In Fig.5 the interaction between 296 

freezing-thawing and chloride attack accelerated the deterioration of all concrete 297 

specimens, 10% sodium chloride solution demonstrated higher deterioration effect 298 

than 4% solution. In the case of concretes with 15-25% FA, their  values were 299 



obviously higher than those of OPC concretes, while in the case of concretes with SF, 300 

 increased as the SF dosage increased. It can be concluded that when the FA dosage 301 

was more than 15% or SF dosage more than 8%, both by weight, the acceleration 302 

effect of the interaction between freezing-thawing and chloride attack on concrete 303 

deterioration was more significant, and these concretes were more vulnerable to the 304 

interaction and had the lower chloride ion penetration resistance against combined 305 

freezing-thawing and chloride attack. 306 

3.5. SEM 307 

    308 

(a) FA25-3                   (b) FA25-3 309 

    310 

(c) FA25-3                   (d) FA25-3 311 

   312 



(e) SF8-3                 (f) SF8-3                313 

Figs.6 SEM images of concrete with 25% FA, 8% SF by weight exposed to tap water 314 

((a), (c) and (e) and 10% sodium chloride solution ((b), (d) and (f)) 315 

 316 

           317 

(a) FA25-8                   (b) FA25-8 318 

     319 

(c) SF8-8                   (d) SF8-8 320 

Figs.7 SEM images of concrete with 25% FA, 8% SF by weight exposed to tap water 321 

((a) and (c)) and to 10% sodium chloride solution ((b) and (d)) after 50 322 

freezing-thawing cycles 323 

 324 

Figs.6 and Figs.7 present SEM images of concrete specimens at a depth of 5mm. 325 

When concretes were exposed to tap water, there were no clear microcracks resulting 326 

in a very compact microstructure, and this was the result of the pozzolanic reaction 327 

(i.e. Figs. 6(a) and (e). The use of pozzolanic materials (i.e. FA and SF) increases the 328 



CSH, reduce the CH and the porosity in the cementitious matrix [47, 48]. The 329 

decrease of total charge passed of concrete with pozzolanic materials was attributed to 330 

the decrease of the porous system which is directly related to the electrical resistivity 331 

[49] and the low water to binder ratio.  332 

When concretes were exposed to sodium chloride solution up to 41 days, it can be 333 

observed that there were not obvious differences in microstructures up to 1000 times 334 

magnification (i.e. Figs.6 (a) and (b)), while at 5000 times magnification the concrete 335 

specimen with 25% FA and 8% SF exposed to tap water had smaller pore and denser 336 

structure than those to 10% sodium chloride solution (i.e. Figs.6 (c), (d), (e) and (f)).  337 

When concrete specimens were exposed to 10% sodium chloride solution solutions up 338 

to 50 freezing-thawing cycles (i.e. Figs.7), there were two different trends. Concrete 339 

specimens with 25% by weight FA replacing OPC possessed compacter 340 

microstructure than those in tap water, while the microstructure of the one with 8% by 341 

weight SF replacing OPC would be looser after 50 freezing-thawing cycles.  342 

 343 

4. Conclusions 344 

Chloride ion penetration of concretes with w/b of 0.38 and 0.33 containing FA or SF 345 

against combined freezing-thawing and chloride attack was investigated in this study. 346 

The following conclusions can be drawn based on the experimental results. 347 

(1) Immersed in tap water, concrete’s total charge passed actually decreased as the 348 

FA or SF dosage increased and, in comparison, SF had more evident 349 

improvement on concrete chloride penetration resistance than FA. It was 350 



clearly indicated that 15% and 25% by weight FA and all SF dosages were 351 

more effective to reduce concrete total charge passed and to enhance chloride 352 

penetration resistance. All concretes with SF were classified as at very low 353 

(100-1000 coulombs) level of chloride ion penetrability. 354 

(2) Sodium chloride solution immersion was more aggressive to concrete than tap 355 

water and 10% sodium chloride solution caused the lowest chloride 356 

penetration resistance. In addition, 15-25% by weight FA can significantly 357 

improve chloride penetration resistance not only in tap water but also in 358 

sodium chloride solution. All of the three SF dosages played more actively 359 

important role than FA in raising the chloride penetration resistance and all 360 

concretes with SF were at very low (100-1000 coulombs) level of chloride ion 361 

penetrability when immersed in sodium chloride solution. 362 

(3) After 50 freezing-thawing cycles in tap water, chloride ion penetration 363 

resistance of concrete with FA increased, while that of concrete with SF 364 

decreased. 365 

(4) The interaction between freezing-thawing and chloride attack accelerated the 366 

deterioration of all concrete specimens and 10% sodium chloride solution 367 

demonstrated higher deterioration effect than 4% solution. Concretes with 368 

more than 15% FA or 8% SF by weight replacing OPC had lower chloride ion 369 

penetration resistance against combined freezing-thawing and chloride attack 370 
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